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Secular Materialism



OVERVIEW

• Reminder: Understanding a worldview

• History

• On Origins

• On our Problem

• On the Solution

• Ideas for engagement



UNDERSTANDING A 

WORLDVIEW
Origins, Problem, Solution





DEFINITION OF SECULAR MATERIALISM

The belief  that matter and energy is all that exists, and that humanity is better off  purging 

superstitions such as belief  in God and focusing on what makes our lives more pleasurable.



HISTORY OF SECULAR 

MATERIALISM
And its relationship to Christianity





SECULAR MATERIALISM: 

ORIGINS
From molecules to man



EVOLUTION

• Undirected, natural processes

• Origin of  Universe: Cosmic evolution (forces of  gravity)

• Origin of  Humanity: Biological evolution (forces of  natural selection)

• Origin of  Morality: Social/biological evolution

• Origin of  Reason/Logic: Basic property of  reality



SECULAR MATERIALISM:

OUR PROBLEM
Of knowledge and comfort



SUFFERING

• Purely material creatures: worldly suffering = suffering for entire existence

• Suffering includes slavery, oppression, illness, poverty, discomfort

• Suffering caused by:

• Ignorance/superstition (ethical/moral, technological): science, philosophy, etc.

• Society/nurture (Marx/Rousseau): “noble savage,” revolution

• Biology (inheritance): eugenics (e.g. USA, Nazi Germany, White Australia), genetic engineering



SECULAR MATERIALISM:

THE SOLUTION
The story of  Utopia



MARCH OF PROGRESS
• Ignorance/superstition

• Destruction of  religion and advancement of  science (empiricism)

• Assumes humanity can self-correct to perfection

• Society/Nurture

• Society fixed by ongoing revolution (Marxism)

• Individuals fixed by rejection of  social structures (kindergarten, “noble savage,” hippies, Greens, etc.)

• Assumes individuals originally pure in heart

• Biology

• Eugenics (selective breeding), Genetic engineering (including selective abortion, etc.)

• Assumes DNA defines humanity



RESULT

• Utopia

• Human society in which all function with maximal comfort

• Long history of  satire of  Utopia (including original coining of  term) demonstrates human 

scepticism over possibility



A DEMONSTRATION OF 

SECULAR MATERIALISM
Courtesy of  Youtube (and Hemant Mehta)





WHAT WE LEARNT FROM MEHTA



IDEAS FOR ENGAGEMENT
Secular Materialism and the Gospel



GENERAL APPROACH

• Humanists generally value empiricism

• Poke shaky foundations of  empiricism (e.g. Nick Cater’s article)

• Explore shaky foundations of  humanist origin story (Intelligent Design is a good tool for this, and thus reviled by New 

Atheists)

• Humanists want to be moral people

• Explore shaky foundations of  humanist morality

• Humanists value rationality

• Explore shaky foundations of  humanist morality

• Humanists value pleasure/comfort

• Explore lack of  pleasure in life (including purposelessness)

• Above all: be reasonable, polite, a good listener (and questioner), and value them for themselves





PRAY FOR

SECULAR MATERIALISTS
Pray for release from the lies of  the accuser


